A message from Nerrilee
Inspired by the recent promotion of Outdoor Classroom Day we have decided to take advantage of the
Cumberland State Forest in the local community and take our annual preschool excursion outdoors. You may
be aware that we schedule our preschool sports carnivals every second year so this was also a wonderful
alternative excursion to promote physical activity. Research suggests that 90% of adults played outside every
day as children, now it’s only 30%! More information will become available as we work out the logistics and
complete our risk assessments for the excursion but in the meantime … What are the benefits of outdoor play?
Play is important too! Children who have the freedom to play today — making friends, getting lost in the
moment, having fun — are better prepared for whatever tomorrow throws at them. Playing helps children
build friendships, test their own boundaries and solve their own problems. It’s central to a child’s development
and to their enjoyment of childhood.
Children seem to be spending more and more time indoors. The increase in numbers of children spending a
predominate amount of time inside has led to numerous studies being published highlighting the negative
impact this is having on their health and development. At the same time, research has also discovered that
there are many benefits to children playing outdoors, here are just seven of the benefits:
1. Learning. Outdoor learning encourages children to think of learning as an ongoing process instead of just
something done in the classroom.
2. Creativity. Children’s imaginations are often stimulated by the objects around them while outside and they
quickly tap into their creativity.
3. Health. With more room to play, children are often more active when outside, which helps them to build
strong bones and good fitness levels, while also enabling them to burn off extra energy and calories. As well as
this, being in the sunshine, even in winter, means children naturally absorb vital vitamin D, a lack of which can
lead to Rickets.
4. Social skills. Outdoor spaces are usually less crowded than indoors, it is less intimidating and helps children
to naturally come out of their shells and be more social.
5. Well-being
Giving children the freedom of playing outdoor helps them to feel happier and calmer. As already stated, being
outside means that children naturally get vitamin D, which is proven to help improve moods and create a
positive mental attitude.
6. Independence. When outside children are often further away from the very close proximity of direct adult
supervision. This helps them to learn independence when socially interacting with other children, as well as
learning to play by themselves. They learn how to take turns playing games, to pick themselves up then they
fall, and how to negotiate unfamiliar equipment, resulting in children learning how to be independent and selfreliant.
7. Explore. Whether it is encouraging children to use slides they might be a little afraid to go down, or to try
challenging play trails; outdoor play equipment can help children to learn to push their boundaries and become
good at-risk assessment.
Sources: http://www.fawns.co.uk/blog-posts/seven-benefits-outdoor-play-children/
https://outdoorclassroomday.com.au/about/

Diary Dates

April-July Reports are out!
Please check your parent pockets.
If you would like to set up a
Parent/Teacher meeting please see
Jess to organise a time and date.

Discoverers

Explorers
Dancing Face- Justine Clarke

Here is the blue sheep, and here is the red
sheep. Here is the bath sheep, and here is the
bed sheep. But where is the green sheep?

You can walk and talk
You can dance and sing
Round and round
In a rosy ring
You can swim in the sea
You can fly through space
But can you make a dancing face?
Wiggle your nose – blink your eyes
Lift your eyebrows – and look surprised

Navigators

Wriggle your mouth – make a funny sound
Poke out your tongue – move it around
Now you’ve made a dancing face!
Ruffle your hair – puff your cheeks
Pull your ears – click your teeth
Eyebrows up – eyebrows down
Make a smile – make a frown
Put it together– it’s all it takes
For you to make a dancing face
Dancing face

Poor Duncan just wants to colour. But when he opens his
box of crayons, he finds only letters, all saying the same
thing. His crayons have had enough! They quit! Beige
Crayon is tired of playing second fiddle to Brown Crayon.
Black wants to be used for more than just outlining. Blue
needs a break from colouring all those bodies of water. And
Orange and Yellow are no longer speaking—each believes
he is the true colour of the sun.

Dancing face

Investigators

What can Duncan possibly do to appease all of the crayons
and get them back to doing what they do best?

In My Heart explores emotions--happiness, sadness,
bravery, anger, shyness and more.
Unlike other feelings books that tend to
oversimplify, In My Heart lyrically explains what an
emotion feels like, physically, inside. For example:
"When I get really angry, my heart feels like it's going
to explode! Don't come near me! My heart is yelling,
hot and loud. This is when my heart is mad."

Cranberry & Lemon Sunflower Bars
Serves Approx 60p

Ingredients
3 ½ Cups Rolled Oats
1 ½ Cups Wholemeal Flour
¾ Cup Brown Sugar
2 Cups Cranberries
2 tsp Baking Powder
3 tsp Cinnamon
½ Cup Sunflower Seeds
200g Butter
1 1/3 Cup Honey
2/3 Cup Milk
3 Tbsp Lemon Juice
4 Eggs lightly beaten

Method
1. Mix dry ingredients together
2. Simmer honey, butter & milk on stove
3. Add honey mix to dry ingredients
4. Add beaten egg mix well
5. Pour into baking tray- bake at 180oC for 15-20min or until
brown on top
6. Cool and slice
7. ENJOY!

Congratulations and
Commiserations
Congratulations to:
Sonia, Raj & Aidan on the birth of their beautiful
baby boy Liam.
Anastacia, Ryan & Thomas on the birth of their

Graduation News
Congratulations!
Marion for completing her Diploma in
Children’s Services with Distinction!

beautiful baby girl Sofia.
Julie, Adrian & Coralie on the birth of their beautiful
baby boy Oliver.
Ming-Celina, Andrew, Zoe & Hugo on the birth of
their beautiful baby girl Lucy.

Farewell Frankie & Hello Scratchy
In August we said a very sad goodbye
to Frankie (our bearded dragon).
Frankie passed away peacefully in the
loving hands of the staff at Homebush
Animal Referral Hospital.
Des and Lisa made a trip to Kellyville
Pets to find a new friend for the
preschool children who excitedly
welcomed Scratchy to Adventures.

Discoverers
‘Everything we discover about life, we discover through movement.’
And having a strong sense of wellbeing provides children with
confidence and optimism to discover and explore,’ (Hodgson, 2001;
EYLF, pg.30), and explore they have!
It has been an exciting time over the last few months in the
Discoverers room, watching the children progress in their gross motor
skills and movement competencies. The children have been able to
display their learning and physical development through their integration of sensory, motor and
cognitive systems to engage in physical activity for both purpose and enjoyment. They have drawn
on their sense of well-being to engage in somewhat challenging
experiences that encourage their ability to take considered risks and
accept challenges such as the climbing frames.
As educators, we have been able to promote
this learning through our one-on-one
interactions with each child, use our care
routines effectively to promote physical
development, provide opportunities to revisit
movement experiences and provision our environment to cater for the range
of development needs within the room (Munch & Move, 2011). In April we
enjoyed celebrating Easter, learning and discovering the traditions of the
celebrations. We thoroughly enjoyed listening to a class parent read a simple
children’s book about Easter and we even learnt a new song. The children had the opportunity to
participate in various craft experiences, exploring the senses and strengthening their fine motor
development.
EYLF L/O 3- Children take increasing responsibility for their own health and physical wellbeing
Anzac Day is another important celebration on April 25th. We recognised the efforts of those who
fought in World War I. Although the children were not able to understand the celebration it was an
opportunity to broaden then knowledge of the world around them through short stories and craft
experiences. We scrunched up pieces of red tissue paper and stuck them around the paper plate,
representing our Poppy Wreath.
At the beginning of May we celebrated Mother’s Day and welcomed our wonderful mums to join us
for an afternoon tea. We participated in several experiences to recognise the wonderful things our
mums do for us every day. The children especially enjoyed reading stories such as ‘I Udderly Love
You’ and ‘Kiss Kiss’, as well as creating colourful hand print cards to take home. It was lovely to see
the children proudly showing off their playground and equipment to their families, sharing their
happiness with others.
EYLF Practice Cultural Competence

Language is crucial to young children’s development. It enables them
to communicate needs and build relationships with others while also
making sense of the world around them. In the Discoverers’ room over
the last few months the children’s attempts to
communicate and explore language has evolved
dramatically. We have been exploring language
through communicative play experiences and
exposing the children to as much language exploration as we can.
Communicative play can be seen through all interactions and play
experiences occurring in our literacy rich environment. We have seen the
children exploring language through their social relationships with both educators and peers,
during routine times, during simple solitary exploration as well as during one-on-one and group
reading of texts. It is wonderful to see the children using their verbal and non-verbal
communication to express ideas, communicate needs and to also simply explore sound and word
production
EYLF L/O 5- Children interact verbally and non-verbally for a range of purposes
We have had many children displaying their emerging physical development skills through crawling,
cruising and walking un-aided!! As educators, we have been able to promote this learning and
engage in physical activities for both purpose and enjoyment. The children are beginning to take
measured risks in challenging experiences that display their emerging physical development, and
the educators provide the environment to encourage and engage them to expand their skills.
(Munch & Move, 2011).
EYLF L/O 3- Children combine gross motor movement and balance to achieve increasingly complex
patterns of activity
The older children have been engaging in more challenging physical
activities, especially when they are transitioning and playing with the older
children. We have begun to adapt our program so that our 2-year olds are
spending transition time in the Explorers’
room each day. This transition time is
beneficial to the children’s learning as
transitions between settings offer
different learning opportunities and experiences that aim to
challenge the children’s understandings. The children’s time in the
toddler’s room has enabled them to gain some valuable new skills
– for example using tongs to get fruit from the tray to their plate
at morning tea and drinking from a cup!
We have seen changes in the children’s social skills as well as their fine
motor skills and language through participating in a variety of challenging
experiences in the Explorers’ Room. They have been learning about
numbers, colours and shapes while expanding their vocabulary and
enhancing their fine motor abilities.
During the first week of July we participated in many experiences to

represent our traditional land owners and Aboriginal culture. We explored simple stories such as
‘Big Rain Coming’. The children showed interested in the colours and patterns of the pictures so to
extend upon this idea we participated in some 'cotton bud' paintings to use similar techniques used
to make traditional dot paintings. In the middle of the week, we tried some sand art, looking at
tracks of well-known animals and then drawing them in the sand. The children displayed happiness
and enthusiasm while running their fingers through the sand or manipulating the sand dough.
While we made this week a focus week on Aboriginal culture, we are always involving the children
in conversations and partaking in experiences that are of relevance and as we continue to engage
in dancing and using traditional instruments, the children will become more aware of the
significance during our everyday routines.
EYLF Principle Respect for Diversity
EYLF Practice Cultural Competence
EYLF L/O 2 Children respond to diversity with respect
We look forward to seeing the children blossom even more throughout the remainder of the year.
Jenna, Mary, Priyanka, Marion, Nicole and Ana

Explorers
Term two has been a busy and blissful for the Explorers
and an absolute pleasure for educators. The children
have all settled into the Explorers room beautifully. They
have all made beautiful and reciprocal relationships
with both their peers and educators. All the children
have become familiar with daily routines and look
forward to what educators have planned each day.
Educators have also developed strong and respectful
relationships with each child’s family. Communication
has been awesome between the two, and we look
forward to forming stronger relationships with both the children and their families.
EYLF Learning Outcome 1 - Children feel safe, secure, and supported
EYLF Practice - Intentional teaching; Responsiveness to children
EYLF Principle – Partnerships

Our focus for the second term of the year has been to develop each individual
child’s skills. This included assisting the children to gain confidence, communicate
effectively and use verbal language to achieve that effective
communication. This also included the Explorers physical and
cognitive development. Educators have been setting out
programs each week to develop fine and gross motor skills,
literacy, numeracy, sensory, and social skills also.
Educators have been working hard to
improve the quality of learning here at
Adventures. We made slight changes to
our programs and introduced new learning concepts
including STEM and a bigger focus to our sustainability
program. Introducing STEM to the Explorers was exciting and
challenging. They were super excited to see what science
project we would be working on for the week, and mixing
different materials together is always fun for a toddler. STEM
was a fun and interesting approach to teaching the children
about different things, including their bodies and how each
body part played a big role in everyday life. The
experience which educated the children about their
bodies was called ‘Touch, taste, feel’ where the Explorers
were introduced to new and natural fruits, vegetables,
and herbs. Each Explorer got to touch, taste, and feel the
different substances and make up their own mind as to
what it felt, smelt, and tasted like. Educators picked
lemons and limes, grapefruit, mint, rosemary, garlic
chives and lavender for the children to explore. Lemon
was our most popular and of course got the best
response. Some of the children absolutely loved it and didn’t have a sour face

reaction, where as other children pulled the cutest sour faces and handed it back
to educators saying, “No thanks” or “I don’t like it”. Exposing the Explorers to STEM
has also been exciting as they have gotten to explore the chemical reactions of
certain substances. They have tried mixing oil and water and then adding drops of
food colouring to see what would happen. They also played with milk and food
colouring and then watched the chemical reaction when they added dishwashing
liquid to the mix. They made a volcanic reaction using bi-carb soda and vinegar
and they even got to make their own goop using corn flower and water. The idea
behind all of these experiences is to watch the chemical reaction but also looking
at measurement and mathematics.
World Asthma Day is something that we celebrate every year at
Adventures. Educators and children come to school in their
favourite pyjamas to raise awareness. 1 in 9 Australian’s suffer from
asthma and we make it our job to educate our children about
what asthma is. In the Explorers room, we spoke to the children
about our lungs and how they work. We did different breathing
exercises, such as running or jumping, that would stimulate the
amount of breaths per minute and then changing to yoga which
would slow the amount of breaths per minute. We also did a craft experience,
where the children had to use their lungs to blow through a straw, making the
water paint move around a sheet of paper. These experiences got the children
excited and talking about their lungs.
We celebrated Mother’s Day by hosting a
Mother’s Day afternoon tea! All mums within
the centre were invited to Adventures to
join their children for afternoon tea. The
Explorers made beautiful Mother’s Day
cards for their mummies and even baked
heart shaped biscuits for their mums to
enjoy. As mums arrived, the Explorers
greeted them with great big hugs and smiles. Our mums got
to pay with playdough, decorate a photo frame to take home and enjoyed some
of Katrina’s fantastic cooking. It was a beautiful afternoon filled with smiles,
laughter, and lots of fun.
Super Hero Day was also celebrated during our second term. We
celebrated super hero day to raise awareness for children with heart
defects. Children and educators dressed up as their favourite super heroes
to symbolise that the children who suffer from these heart defect are strong
fighters, just like their favourite super heroes. The Explorers also celebrated
this day by making their own super hero wrist bands. Using paint and glitter,
the children decorated toilet paper rolls which were then cut and worn on
their wrists as ‘shields’. We then spent the day running around outside
laughing.

NAIDOC Week was recently
celebrated. NAIDOC stands for
National Aborigines and Islanders Day
Observance Committee and it is
celebrated Australia wide. Here at
Adventures we celebrate it to educate
the children about Aboriginal and
Islander culture. The children got to
decorate their very own Aboriginal snake, they painted some
native Australian animals and made their own Aboriginal ‘Cave’ handprints. They
decorated some boomerangs, did the ‘Wombat Wobble’ and watched some
Aboriginal Dream Time Stories on out TV.
EYLF Learning Outcome 2 - Children are connected with and contribute to their world
EYLF Practice – Cultural competence
EYLF Principle – Respect for diversity

The children have been very busy this term, focusing on
two very significant topics. The first was ‘Commotion in the
Ocean’. Throughout this topic, the Explorers
learnt about and discussed the different
creatures that live in the sea. We read books
such as ‘The Rainbow Fish’ and ‘The Tickly
Octopus’. We worked on lots and lots of craft
and we sang songs such as ‘Crabs and
Seashells’ and ‘Tiny Tim’. Kylies puppet shows
were ‘Under the Sea’ themed and Nicole’s sing
along took place in the sand pit, giving the
children a sandy beach feel.
The second theme the children have been
focusing on has been ‘Construction and
Transport’. The Explorers assisted their educators
in creating a city skyline along their wall,
followed by creating their own planes, footprint
tractors, police cars, fire engines, aeroplanes,
and school buses. Educators also set up a
construction zone, where the children could
drive their trucks, pick up different rocks and
pebbles and build their own cities. This topic
has been awesome, as it fits with all the
children’s current interests, making them interested and
wanting to learn. We have been reading books such as
‘Down by the Station’ and ‘Tip, tip, dig, dig.’ We also learnt
a new song called ‘Shovels and Hammers’. This topic has
kept the children engaged, talkative and energetic.
EYLF Learning Outcome 4 - Children are confident and involved learners
EYLF Learning Outcome 5 – Children are effective communicators
EYLF Practice – Responsiveness to children, Learning through play, Intentional teaching
EYLF Principle – High expectations and equity, Ongoing learning, and reflective practice

Over the last few months, sustainability has been an
ongoing project. The Explorers cleaned out he garden
beds located on the top tier of our playground. They
used hand rakes, little shovels, and garden picks to help
their educators scrape through the soil and pull up any
old plants or fallen leaves and twigs from the trees. Once
the garden beds were clean, the
children helped pour out some
fresh soil. They watered it for a few
days so that it was nice and healthy before planting different
seeds. Once the seeds were planted, the Explorers took turns
watering the gardens and watching their little greens begin to
sprout. Throughout this process, educators explained the life
cycle of a plant, the importance they have within the
environment and the process in how they grow. Using visual
diagrams, group discussions and different books, the children have developed a
sense of responsibility. They look after their gardens well and always ask to ‘feed the
plants’.
EYLF Learning Outcome 1 - Children feel safe, secure, and supported
EYLF Practice - Intentional teaching; Responsiveness to children
EYLF Principle – Partnerships

Myri, Sima, Taylan, Nicole, Ana and Kylie

Investigators
The Investigators have had a very productive Term 2 feeling a strong sense of belonging within
the preschool room and accomplishing experiences and activities set out to extend upon their
interests and developmental skills. The children have continued to build secure attachments
with their educators and peers while adjusting to changes within the room and they have
approached our new classroom expectations with enthusiasm. The Investigators have shown a
sound understanding of respectful relationships as they explore, engage and challenge
themselves within the preschool room. This has been fostered by their constant engagement in
both planned and spontaneous experiences as they show positive dispositions to their learning
and willingness to participate collaboratively with their educators and peers.
EYLF, Learning Outcome 1- Children establish and maintain respectful, trusting relationships with other children and educators.
EYLF, Learning Outcome 1- Children sense and respond to a feeling of belonging.
EYLF, Principle - Secure, respectful and reciprocal relationships.
EYLF Practice- Intentional Teaching; Responsiveness to children

Cultural Events
Diversity is what makes Australia a great place to live. As humans, we
learn to communicate and understand the world through languages,
traditions, behaviours, beliefs and values. The Investigators have
been exposed to experiences and values that shape the way we see
ourselves and others while they learn to respect diversity in other
cultures. Special celebrations that we have recognised and
celebrated during Term 2 are: Easter, ANZAC Day, World Asthma
Day, Superhero Day and NAIDOC Week. These have allowed the children to further explore and
help them to feel like they and their nationality belong to part of our Community.
For Easter, the children engaged in several creative experiences building
upon their fine motor skills and creative arts. The Investigators enjoyed
making Easter baskets from recycled milk bottles and Easter hats to have
a parade outside using the dress ups. The children especially enjoyed
making Easter bunny biscuits using white icing and mini marshmallows to
create bunny paws and a bunny tail which they enjoyed for afternoon
tea.
During ANZAC Day celebrations, the children made Anzac cookies,
observed Lisa’s granddads war medals and created their own, made
poppy wreaths using recycled materials and made tissue paper poppies
for the Hornsby library memorial. The Investigators enjoyed listening to
stories about ANZAC Day and showed their respect and knowledge of the
meaning of this day for Australians.
For World Asthma Day, the children wore their pyjamas to preschool to show their support for
Australians who live with Asthma. 1 in 9 Australian’s suffer from asthma and we make it our job
to educate our children about what asthma is. This day encouraged the children and educators
to have fun, show support and raise awareness of asthma. The children were involved in many
activities to educate them about asthma and how our lungs work.
These included making lungs out of
balloons and straws to see how our
breaths inflate our lungs as well as testing
our peak expiratory flow (how much air a
person can breathe out) using a peak flow

meter. These experiences got the children excited and talking about their
lungs.
For Superhero Day, the children came to preschool dressed up as their
favourite Superheroes. The children engaged in a discussion about how to
keep their heart healthy as Superhero Day aims to raise awareness of
childhood heart disease which has affected one of our Adventures families.
As children, parents and educators, this cause is very close to our hearts as
statistics show that 8 babies are born with a heart defect in Australia every
day (HeartKids Australia, 2017). The children discussed the importance of
eating healthy and exercising while enjoying feeling strong like a Superhero.
To acknowledge NAIDOC Week the Investigators extended their awareness and knowledge of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture and people. The children engaged in respectful
relationships as they shared their values for diversity. Throughout the week the children enjoyed
listening to Dreamtime stories, creating their own dot paintings, making a campfire to cook fish,
made tapping sticks to explore different models of music and learnt the song ‘Inanay’ using
actions to tell the story.
EYLF Learning Outcome 2 - Children are connected with and contribute to their world
YLF Practice – Cultural competence
EYLF Principle – Respect for diversity

Literacy
This term during shared literacy, the Investigators have been
learning about the concepts of a spoken and written word and
counting syllables in words. Each time before we read a story we
engage in a group discussion about; the orientation of a book, what
information we might find on the front cover such as ‘title, author,
illustrator’, what idea the front picture gives us about what the
story will be about, the information on the back cover ‘blurb’, and
the function of the spine. This term the children have enjoyed many
familiar books such as: “Dear Zoo” and “The Very Hungry Caterpillar” as well as a few new
books including “Follow You Little Wombat!” and “The Bat, and the Crocodile”. The children
have shown positive dispositions for learning. This has been seen through their enthusiastic
participation during these experiences where the children all want to share what they are
seeing and hearing. The Investigators have all shown their ability to retain learnt information
and have applied their increasing knowledge to each lesson. Each child can now confidently clap
out the syllables in their names and other familiar words and have even begun to clap out the
syllables in nursery rhymes including “Humpty Dumpty” and “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star”.
EYLF, Learning Outcome 5- Children view and listen to printed, visual and multimedia texts and respond with relevant gestures, actions,
comments/ and or questions
EYLF, Learning Outcome 5- Children take on the role of literacy users in their play.
EYLF, Learning Outcome 5- Children begin to understand key literacy concepts and processes such as sounds of language, letter-sound
relationships, concepts of print and the ways that texts are structured.
EYLF, Practice- Intentional Teaching and Learning Environments.
DET Literacy Continuum- Cluster 2-Phonemic awareness

Numeracy
This term our Investigators have been exploring ordering sequences,
sorting and patterns. During shared learning experiences, the children
have used the whiteboard, peg boards, Lego, threading beads and
coloured paper to create their own patterns. The children have
demonstrated a positive disposition to their learning and have been
extending their learnt skills into spontaneous play experiences. The

Investigators have also been focussing on sorting items according
to size and colour as well as ordering items from small, medium to
large. The children have shown great enthusiasm throughout these
experiences as they continue to extend their knowledge of
numeracy skills.
EYLF Learning Outcome- 3 Recognise the contributions they make to shared projects and
experiences
EYLF Learning Outcome- 4 Create and use representation to organise, record and communicate
mathematical ideas and concepts
EYLF Practices- Responsiveness to children
EYLF Principles- secure, respectful and reciprocal relationships
Adventures Numeracy Curriculum: Chapter 3 Patterns (Ordering and Patterning)

Community Involvement
The Investigators have had lots of involvement with the local
community over the past three months. The children immensely
enjoyed the
gardening incursion when we enjoyed the
company of two special visitors from
Bunning’s. They came to support the
children in replanting our garden beds
with strawberries, celery, peas, daffodils and tulips. Each child had
the opportunity to dig their own hole and plant bulbs. The
Investigators were enthusiastic and inquisitive about the type of
flowers they were planting and asked many questions. This increased
their knowledge of nature allowing them to become socially
responsible and showing respect for their environment. The children
have shown that they are confident learners and frequently ask to
water the garden beds and inspect the plants for new vegetables or
flowers, noticing the changes in height as the plants grow.
This learning was then enhanced when Sulo (Xavier’s mum) paid us
a special visit and provided the children with the tools and materials
to make grass head pots. This was a wonderful experience as the
children took these pots indoors to watch them grow. They
explored the important factors necessary to help seeds grow; sun,
water and good soil. The children have become solely responsible
for these living plants and they are doing a fantastic job caring for them and watching them
grow with excitement.
EYLF Leaning Outcome 2: Children are connected with and contribute to their world
EYLF Learning Outcome 4- Children are confident and involved learners.
EYLF Practices- Learning Environments

STEM:
The children have developed a love for science experiments and
engineering as they extend their mathematical learning to explore new
and exciting areas of science, technology, engineering and mathematics.
These experiences are driven by intentional teaching methods while
aiming to extend upon the children’s interests. The Investigators have
shown enthusiasm as they have approached all challenges with
confidence and are always eager to participate and determined to
complete a challenge, persisting even when their first attempt may not

be successful. Through these experiences the children have showed their
ability to take on new tasks and make new discoveries.
Some STEM challenges have included:
-Can you make an Aboriginal brush?
- Famous Landmarks-You have been asked by the local town planner to
recreate one of these famous landmarks.
- Can you make stretchy slime?
-How does a volcano erupt?
-Can we inflate a balloon using bicarbonate soda and vinegar?
-Can you design a bug catcher?
-Can you make OOBlek (Goop)
EYLF Learning Outcome 4 - Children develop a range of skills and processes such as problem solving, inquiry, experimentation,
hypothesising, researching and investigation.
EYLF Learning Outcome 4- Children resource their own learning, through connecting with people, place, technologies and natural
materials.
EYLF, Practice- Intentional Teaching and Learning Environments.

Kindness Garden
This term we have introduced our Kindness Garden which aims to encourage the children to
communicate their feelings and attitudes towards their peers in a safe and non-judgemental
setting. The Preschool educators promote positive mental health initiatives and scaffold
strategies to assist children to overcome difficulties and
stresses that may affect their mentality at preschool and at
home. This interactive wall has encouraged the children to
visualise their kind behaviour as they fill up their petals with
kind actions they have done throughout the day. Each of the
children in the preschool room have contributed to various
aspects of this garden to create the
wall display. The children have practiced
their cutting skills, primary and secondary colour recognition,
sorting skills and above all have shared ideas of kind and respectful
behaviours with each other that they wish to achieve. Our Kindness
Garden works in partnership with Adventures Preschool & Long Day
Care’s Mental Health Policy ‘Kids Matter Early Childhood’ and our
centre philosophy. Educators have actively listened to the concerns
of the children and help them think through their problems,
demonstrating empathy and provide a positive and supportive environment to model social
and emotional social skills.
EYLF Leaning Outcome 1: Children establish and maintain respectful, trusting relationships with other children and educators
EYLF Learning Outcome 4- Children become strong in their social and emotional wellbeing
EYLF Practices- Responsiveness to Children, Intentional Teaching

House Keeping:
•
•

Please ensure your child brings their hat and water bottle each day they come to preschool.
All items of belongings are labelled.
Many thanks
Lisa, Tessa, Vanessa and Jas

Navigators
The Navigators have had an extremely busy second term. There is a strong sense of belonging
within the preschool room as the Navigators optimistically engaged in many challenging
experiences and activities that have influenced greater interests and extended their
developmental skills. The children have continued to build trusting relationships with educators
and peers while contributing their ideas to our new classroom rules in to provide a predictable
and safe setting to accommodate for their wellbeing. They have confidently adjusted to these
implementations within the room with enthusiasm. The Navigators continue to demonstrate
their understanding of respective relationships as they acknowledge their own cultural and
social identity and others. This learning has been possible through our social and emotional
puppet program which the Navigators eagerly participate in. This has exposed them to typical
common situations that may arise daily. It’s emphasis, is not simply teaching children to learn a
routine of behaviour, but really developing the social understanding and the notions of empathy
and theory of mind that underpin successful social interactions. This will provide them with a
good foundation for growing independent and satisfaction in being able to resolve difficult
situations for themselves and carry that learning with them through life.
EYLF, Learning Outcome 1- Children establish and maintain respectful, trusting relationships with other children and
educators.
EYLF, Learning Outcome 1- Children sense and respond to a feeling of belonging.
EYLF, Principle - Secure, respectful and reciprocal relationships.
EYLF Practice- Intentional Teaching; Responsiveness to children

Kindness Garden
This term we have introduced our Kindness Garden which aims to
encourage the children to communicate their feelings and
attitudes towards their peers in a safe and non-judgemental
setting. The Preschool educators promote positive mental health
initiatives and scaffold strategies to assist children to overcome
difficulties and stresses that may affect their mentality at
preschool and at home. This interactive
wall has encouraged the children to
visualise their kind behaviour as they fill
up their petals with kind actions they have done throughout the day.
Each of the children in the preschool room have contributed to
various aspects of this garden to create the wall display. The children
have practiced their cutting skills, primary and secondary colour
recognition, sorting skills and above all have shared ideas of kind and
respectful behaviours with each other that they wish to achieve. Our
Kindness Garden works in partnership with Adventures Preschool &
Long Daycare’s Mental Health Policy ‘Kids Matter Early Childhood’
and our centre philosophy. Educators have actively listened to the
concerns of the children and help them think through their problems,
demonstrating empathy and provide a positive and supportive environment to model social and
emotional social skills.
EYLF Leaning Outcome 1: Children establish and maintain respectful, trusting relationships with other children and
educators

EYLF Learning Outcome 4- Children become strong in their social and emotional wellbeing
EYLF Practices- Responsiveness to Children, Intentional Teaching

Special Celebrations:
Diversity is what makes Australia a great place to live. As
humans, we learn to communicate and understand the
world through languages, traditions, behaviours, beliefs
and values. The Navigators have been exposed to
experiences and values that shape the way we see
ourselves and others while they learn to respect
diversity in other cultures. The cultural days that we
have recognised and celebrated during Term 2 are:
Easter, ANZAC Day, World Asthma Day, Superhero Day,
Mother’s Day and NAIDOC Week. These have allowed
the children to further explore and help them to feel like
they and their nationality belong to part of our Community.
For Easter, the children were very excited about the Easter bunny. They shared their stories of
egg hunts and visits to the Sydney Easter show over the holidays. They Navigators all designed
their own Easter baskets building upon their fine motor skills and creative arts from recycled
milk bottles. The children especially enjoyed making Easter bunny baskets from recycled milk
bottles.
During ANZAC Day celebrations, the children made Anzac cookies, observed Lisa’s granddads
war medals and Investigators enjoyed listening to stories about ANZAC Day. They children were
very creative and made poppy wreaths and their own medals. They showed their respect and
knowledge of the meaning of this day for Australians.
Creating an awareness for World Asthma Day the children wore their
pyjamas to preschool to show their support for Australians who live with
Asthma. 1 in 9 Australian’s suffer from asthma and we make it our job to
educate our children about what asthma is. This day encouraged the
children and educators to have fun, show support and raise awareness of
asthma. The children were involved in several activities to educate them
about asthma and how our lungs work. These
included making lungs out of balloons and straws
to see how our breaths inflate our lungs as well as
testing our peak expiratory flow (how much air a
person can breathe out) using a peak flow meter. These experiences
created an awareness of how some things in the environment impact our
health and the children showed concern for others, reacting positively to
similarities and differences among peers.
For Superhero Day, the children came to preschool dressed up as their
favourite Superheroes. The children engaged in a discussion about how
to keep their heart healthy as Superhero Day aims to raise awareness of childhood heart disease
which has affected one of our Adventures families. As children, parents and educators, this
cause is very close to our hearts as statistics show that 8 babies are born with a heart defect in
Australia every day (HeartKids Australia, 2017). The children discussed the importance of eating
healthy and exercising while enjoying feeling strong like a Superhero.
To celebrate and show appreciation to all the amazing work that their Mothers do, the
Navigators hosted a Mother’s Day afternoon tea. The children worked very hard in preparation
for this making cards and pictures and were very excited to give their presents. The afternoon

tea was a success and we were blessed with the good weather allowing us to hold it outdoors.
We thank all who made this afternoon possible.
To acknowledge NAIDOC Week the Navigators extended
their awareness and knowledge of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander culture and people. The children engaged
in respectful relationships as they shared their values for
diversity. Throughout the week the children enjoyed
listening to Dreamtime stories, creating their own dot
paintings, making a campfire to cook fish, made tapping
sticks to explore different models of music and learnt the
song ‘Inanay’ using actions to tell the story.
EYLF Learning Outcome 2 - Children are connected with and contribute
to their world
EYLF Practice – Cultural competence
EYLF Principle – Respect for diversity

Literacy
Our Pre-lit group times this term have been
focusing on concepts about print, text,
vocabulary knowledge and Phonemic
awareness. Areas which we have
concentrated on include; letter recognition
and sounds, identifying of capital and
lower case, blending, syllables and
alliteration. Jas, Desiree and Rochelle have used different teaching
concepts to engage the children in group times and introduced
different ways to make it fun. This has benefited all children as many possess different learning
dispositions. The Navigators continue to show and interest in literacy and demonstrate their
ability to read as they help the educators with words or read a familiar book themselves at book
club. The Navigators have all shown their capability to retain learnt information and have
applied their increasing knowledge to each lesson as they listen, respond and express their
ideas on information. Through these teachings the children have gained the understanding of
beginning sounds and are becoming more confident in orally blending two and three sounds to
make a word.
WPH Excursion: Further extending the children’s interest in reading and supporting their
upcoming transition to kindergarten, West Pennant Hills school invited the Navigators for seven
literacy visits. The Navigators were very excited about walking to the school, practicing their
road safety skills and meeting new boys and girls who will pair up and read them a story. It is
just the beginning of this program and Navigators and school children have shown a lot of
enthusiasm. For our Navigators, this interaction is exciting and important to further their
literacy skills and by inviting them into a school it allows them to have a little bit of exposure to
what school will be like. Everyone has been cooperative; listening, talking and drawing together.
On some occasions, we also get to see past Adventures children and siblings. It is lovely to see
some familiar faces which helps our children feel more safe and secure while there.
DEC Continuum- Cluster 1-Phonemic awareness

DEC Literacy Continuum- Vocabulary Knowledge- Recognises and uses a range of everyday words
EYLF, Learning Outcome 5- Children view and listen to printed, visual and multimedia texts and respond with relevant
gestures, actions, comments/ and or questions
EYLF L/O- 5- Children begin to understand key literacy and numeric concepts and processes, such as sounds of
language, letter-sound relationships, concepts of print and the way that texts are structured.
EYLF Practices-Responsiveness to children
ELYF Practices- Continuity for learning and transitions
EYLF Principles- High Expectations and equity

Numeracy
This term we have focussed on many mathematical aspects such
as; number identification, discovering what comes before and
after on a number line 1-20, concepts of time incorporating
features on a clock and discovering the names of 2d and 3d
shapes. During shared learning experiences, the children have
used the whiteboard, peg boards, Lego, and number bingo.
Played games like; I wrote a letter to my friend and going on number hunts. The children really
enjoyed creating a representation of a human number line where each child has a number and
they need to figure out which order they need to stand in. The children have demonstrated an
understanding of these concepts and transfer learning into other
aspects of their spontaneous play experiences. The children have
shown great interest in these activities.
Adventures numeracy curriculum
EYLF L/O- 3.1 Recognise the contributions they make to shared projects and
experiences
EYLF L/O- 4.2 Create and use representation to organise, record and communicate
mathematical ideas and concepts
EYLF Practices- Responsiveness to children
EYLF Principles- Secure, respectful and reciprocal relationships

Community Involvement
Bunnings: The Navigators have had lots of involvement with the local
community over the past three months. The children immensely
enjoyed the gardening incursion when we enjoyed the company of
two special visitors from Bunning’s. They came to support the children
in replanting our garden beds with Strawberries, Celery, Peas,
Daffodils and Tulips. Each child had the opportunity to dig their own
hole and plant the bulbs. The Navigators were enthusiastic and
inquisitive about the type of flowers they were planting and asked
many questions. This increased their knowledge of nature allowing
them to become socially responsible and showing respect for their environment. The children
have shown that they are confident learners and frequently ask to water the garden beds and
inspect the plants for new vegetables or flowers, noticing the changes in height as the plants
grow.
Water Safety- As part of our Protective Behaviours Curriculum, the Navigators enjoyed our
Water Safety Incursion Day. Emma from Cherrybrook Swimming academy joined us to discuss
the importance of staying safe around water. The children acknowledged the rules and showed
their understanding as they explained their understandings of what is dangerous. They also

shared stories of how they keep safe at home. Transferring these rules from one setting to
another demonstrates that the children are responsible and confident learners.
Parent Input
Adventures’ have an open-door policy and we welcome the
opportunity to include families in our program. It plays a crucial
role in supporting the centre to be an extension of home
environment and to enhance the children’s learning. We thank
all the parents who have participated. Here are some of the
highlights.
➢
Niro (Natalya’s mum) paid us a special visit and
provided the children with the tools and materials to make
grass head pots. This extended on the Children’s learning and knowledge
of gardening. This was a wonderful experience as they children could take these pots
indoors to watch them grow. They explored the important factors necessary to help seeds
grow such as; sun, water and good soil. The children have become
solely responsible for these living plants and they are doing a
fantastic job caring for them and watching them grow with
excitement.
➢ Anita and Charlie (Oliver’s Mum and brother) demonstrated a
science experience with the children. Can we inflate a balloon using
bicarbonate soda and vinegar? The Navigators were amazed
watching this experiment and couldn’t wait to test it themselves afterwards showing their
interest in how chemicals react.
➢ Janneke (Renee’s mum) joined us in the lead up to Easter. This
was an important lesson for the children as they explored
Renee’s cultural background and their Easter traditions. This was
a lovely experience as Janneke read a story of Jesus and sang a
simple song that they could easily repeat. It’s essential for the
children to become aware of the connection, similarities and
differences between people and practises. It adds to a greater
sense of identity and creates awareness that we live in a diverse and inclusive society where
they are learning respect for multicultural ways of living.
EYLF Leaning Outcome 2: Children are connected with and contribute to their world
EYLF Learning Outcome 4- Children are confident and involved learners.
EYLF Practices- Learning Environments

STEM-The Navigators have all become
budding scientists this term and they
developed a greater love for science
experiments and engineering. This
further extends their mathematical
learning to explore new and exciting
areas of science, technology,

engineering and mathematics. These experiences are driven by intentional teaching methods
while aiming to extend upon the children’s interests. The Navigators have shown enthusiasm as
they have approached all challenges with confidence and are always eager to participate and
determined to complete a challenge, research when required and persisting even when their
first attempt may not be successful. Through these experiences the Navigators have grown in
confidence, showed their ability to make new discoveries and built resilience further developing
their emotional skills.
Some STEM challenges have included:
- Exploring the reactions of cabbage water, Vinegar and Bi carb.
-Can you build a river across the sandpit?
- Famous Landmarks-You have been asked by the local town planner to recreate one of these
famous landmarks.
- Can you make stretchy slime?
-How does a volcano erupt?
-Can you design a bug catcher?
-Can you make OOBlek (Goop)
STEM was then extended into the wider environment, and the children excitedly accepted the
challenge on our shape hunt excursion, again demonstrating responsible road safety practices
as they walked to and from the park. This Excursion was based around finding shapes in the
natural and built environment while teaching the children ways to collect the data. The children
navigated around the natural surroundings, observed objects and uncovered many shapes
hidden in windows, bins, cars, playground equipment and park benches. It has taught them to
look beyond the object and to think outside the box.
EYLF Learning Outcome 4 - Children develop a range of skills and processes such as problem solving, inquiry,
experimentation, hypothesising, researching and investigation.
EYLF Learning Outcome 4- Children resource their own learning, through connecting with people, place, technologies and
natural materials.
EYLF, Practice- Intentional Teaching and Learning Environments.

Freckles Adventures:
We really appreciate all the families who have taken the time to build up a
portfolio scrapbook and report on the adventures of Freckles, with your
child. We understand this can be a lot of pressure but we can assure you
that the Navigators have thoroughly enjoyed having their moment to
share their story. The intention was to increase social, emotional,
cognitive, self-help skills, building confidence in speaking, improving
language skills, extends vocabulary and interpreting pictures. We have
loved hearing about Freckles inclusion into your personal family lives. It
opens a dialogue to an area of familiarity for the Navigators allowing
them to express themselves and share part of their family life. For those
children still waiting patiently for a chance to look after Freckles, your time will come shortly.
So, watch this space!
EYLF L/O 5 Children interact verbally and non-verbally with others for a range of purposes
EYLF L/O 1 Children have a strong sense of identity
EYLF L/O 3 Children become strong in their social and emotional wellbeing

Desiree, Jas, Rochelle

Community and Cultural Events
Mother’s Day, NAIDOC WEEK, Pyjama Day & Superhero Day

